Stochastic mechanistic models are essential to predictive epidemiology, to better explore biological assumptions and anticipate effects of control measures on pathogen spread. Their development is usually long and iterative, involving multi-disciplinary knowledge integration. 25
Introduction
Understanding and controlling the emergence and spread of pathogens at several scales (from individuals to territories) indeed relies on realistic models. Yet, predictive epidemiology is currently facing key challenges. First, the lack of model readability often hinders the capability of scientists from life sciences to discuss or revise model assumptions, once translated into simulation code, impairing theend-users' confidence as well as critical mind towards model predictions. Second, epidemiological models highly depend on implementation details, which affects reusability in even slightly different contexts. Third, developing mechanistic models for complex systems is an iterative process, rendering it difficult to get reliable forecasts in a duration relevant w.r.t. on-field needs (e.g. while fighting outbreaks). Fourth, the complexity of realistic models often leads to misinterpretations coming from 55 programming biases [1] , thus it is difficult to ensure that model assumptions are correctly implemented in the simulation code. Last, model granularity is likely to change throughout the model development process, either to account for increased detail level, or conversely to keep only relevant features at a broader scale. Changes in core model assumptions can also occur late in the modelling process, for instance because a feature first considered negligible must finally be accounted for. This requires a 60 capability to move back and forth between modelling paradigms (stochastic vs. deterministic, compartments vs. individuals) and between scales (individuals, groups, populations, metapopulations) without having to recode large parts of the models.
To address such challenges, the implementation of epidemiological models must first gain transparency, in order to make all assumptions as explicit as possible. Models are a deliberately 65 simplified representation of reality, thus it is crucial that they are presented with underlying hypotheses and their implications, to help understand their benefits and limitations and assess their relevance. This implies that models be described in a readable form, rather than translated into simulation code which cannot be assessed without programming skills. The ODD protocol ("Overview, Design concepts, Details") [2] is a substantial effort to obtain a comprehensive description of model components within 70 a textual template; however, it suffers from "the lack of real specification" [3] . On the other hand, enhancing reusability requires reproducibility (the capability for others to recode a model) and flexibility (the possibility to adapt it). Though necessary, best practices in software engineering [4] cannot settle those issues alone: ad hoc codes can be documented, tested, reproducible, and yet wrong [5] .
A first step to reduce development time and errors is to use simulation platforms, which provide 75 high-level built-in features. In general-purpose platforms such as GAMA [6] , NetLogo [7] or Repast [8] , a substantial programming effort is still required as algorithms involved in epidemiological models are not provided as platform features. Simulation libraries and platforms dedicated to epidemiological issues are rising, e.g. SimInf [9] , a R library for data-driven compartment-based models; MicroSim [10] , an agent-based platform for several kinds of diseases; or GLEaMviz [11] , a metapopulation-orientedplatform. To our knowledge, the most advanced approach in terms of diversity of modelling paradigms is Broadwick [12] , a Java framework for compartment-and individual-based models with interaction networks, which nevertheless still requires writing large portions of code to derive specific classes and carry out simulations on practical cases.
Artificial intelligence (AI) can help going further, as demonstrated in a promising approach, 85 KENDRICK, which defines a domain-specific language (DSL, [13] ) for compartment-based models [14] . This DSL allows to describe models as text files rather than executable code, enforces a clear separation of concerns (infection, demography, etc.) to facilitate model assessment by scientists from several domains, and is used to generate an optimized simulation code, which guarantees that model features are translated without bias into the program. 90
This article introduces EMULSION, an artificial intelligence-based framework intended to help modellers develop mechanistic stochastic models of complex systems in epidemiology at several scales using multiple paradigms, and to facilitate the co-construction and assessment of model components (biological assumptions, model structure, parameters, scenarios, etc.) with epidemiologists or scientists from other relevant fields, throughout model development. 95
Design and implementation
To address the challenges presented above, EMULSION combines two AI methods [15] . The first one is a DSL designed for the description of all components of an epidemiological model, to make them explicit in a human-readable form as a structured text file, so that scientists from different fields can better interact with modellers throughout the modelling process, and discuss, assess or revise model 100 structure, assumptions, parameters at any moment without having to read or write any line of simulation code. The second one is the use of a generic simulation engine, whose core architecture relies upon a multi-level agent-based system [16] . This allows several scales (individuals, groups, populations, territories) and modelling paradigms (compartment-or individual-based models, metapopulations) to be encompassed within a homogeneous software interface, as agents act as wrappers which can be 105 dynamically combined regardless of what they have to compute and of the scale at which they operate.
To run an experiment, the simulation engine reads the DSL file containing the description of a model, assembles the agents required for a particular type of model and a specific scale, initializes parameters, functions, processes specified in the DSL file, and make them interact to produce simulation outputs ( Fig. 1) . 110 
Representing processes: from flow diagrams to state machines
Processes occurring in the pathosystem (infection, demography, migrations…) are a core component of epidemiological models, which are often described by flow diagrams [17, 18] , with nodes 120 denoting state variables (the amount of individuals in each state), and transitions labelled with rates.
Though flow diagrams can be easily derived into ordinary differential equations or into stochastic difference equations, they often mix several concerns in a unique, monolithic representation, involve implicit computational assumptions (e.g. an exponential distribution of durations in states), and cannot capture additional information (e.g. conditions, actions) which have to be introduced later atimplementation. EMULSION relies upon a formalism close to flow diagrams but more accurate: finite state machines [19] , widespread used in computer science. Major differences with flow diagrams are 1) that state machines describe the evolution of one individual instead of a population; and 2) that one state machine represents one single process, so that a complex flow diagram may be split into several simpler state machines. Besides, states can be endowed with 1) a duration distribution specifying how long an 130 individual is expected to stay in the current state, and 2) actions performed by individuals when entering, being in, or leaving the state. Transitions are labelled with either a rate, a probability or an absolute amount (rates are automatically converted into probabilities). They can also specify: 1) calendar conditions to indicate time periods when transitions are available; 2) escape conditions allowing to free from state duration constraints; 3) individual conditions to filter which agents are allowed to cross the 135 transition; 4) actions performed by individuals crossing the transition, i.e. after leaving their current state and before entering their new one (Fig 2) . 
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A multi-level agent-based simulation architecture to encompass paradigms and scales Multi-agent systems are composed of autonomous entities (agents) endowed with a behavior and interacting in a shared environment. In the last decade, multi-level agent-based systems emerged using agents to explicitly represent intermediary abstraction levels (groups, sub-populations, organizations…) with behaviours of their own, between individuals and the whole system [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Recent advances in this field [16] led to design patterns, i.e. systematic solutions for recurrent modelling issues. They were used in EMULSION to build the architecture of the generic simulation engine, in which nested agents are in charge of implementing a specific modelling paradigm at a given scale.
Agents currently defined in EMULSION allow to implement the three main paradigms used in epidemiological models: 1) compartment-based models [24] , where state variables represent aggregate 155 amounts of individuals which only differ by few key variables, such as health state or age group; 2)
individual-based models [25] necessary for finer grained representations; 3) metapopulations [26, 27] which can handle region-wide models at a moderate computational cost. Besides, EMULSION provides a hybrid approach which combines the capability of representing detailed information through individuals, with an adaptive grouping of individuals based on their state, to optimize computation (Fig  160   3 ). Hence, a metapopulation at regional scale can rely at the local scale upon compartment-based, individual-based or hybrid models, depending on the required details level . 
Results

Incremental design of complex epidemiological models
Here we provide an example to demonstrate how to build a non-trivial model incrementally, from within-population to between-population scales, and finally with late changes in core model
assumptions. 200
First, we start with a classical SIR model, assuming that infection process follows three states: susceptible (S), infectious (I) and resistant (R). In this example, we use the hybrid modelling paradigm, where individuals are grouped according to similar health states. We assume that individuals move from S to I according to a frequency-dependent force of infection (i.e. at a rate proportional to the proportion of infectious individuals in the whole population), and that I individuals become R at rate "recovery". 205
These transitions are driven by a state machine ("health_state") which is associated with a way of grouping individuals (all individuals with the same health states are grouped together). The corresponding YAML file with full description is provided in S1 Text.
In a second step, we introduce demography and two age groups: juveniles (J) and adults (A).
We assume that juveniles become adults at rate "maturation", that adults produce juveniles at rate "birth" 210 and that both die at rate "mortality". This new assumption actually involves an additional process in the model, hence a new state machine (called here "age_group"). Like "health_state", state machine "age_group" is associated to a grouping. The differences to introduce in the original model are highlighted in S2 Text.
Third, we move the model at the metapopulation scale. Assuming that pathogen spread from 215 one population to another results based on a contact network, we want to replay historical recorded data in the model. This part involves two additional Python functions, one for reading a CSV file which gives the dates, age groups, quantity, source and destination for each move, and the other to perform the relevant migrations at each time step. The differences to introduce in the previous model are highlighted in S3 Text, and the Python code add-on required to handle data is provided in S4 Text. 220
Finally, we want to test a control measure, e.g. the vaccination of juvenile individuals during spring. This obviously involves a substantial change of the infection process, since the initial SIR model now has to incorporate vaccination. Fortunately, the modularity of EMULSION allows to change the "health_state" state machine without any impact on the metapopulation structure. First, a new health state "vaccinated" (V) must be added. A calendar is introduced in the "time_info" section to define when 225 "spring" occurs. Then, the transition from "I" to "V" has to specify that it can only be used during spring ("when: spring") and that it concerns only juveniles ("cond: is_J"). The differences to introduce in the previous model are highlighted in S5 Text. A first study was conducted on Q fever, a zoonosis caused by bacteria Coxiella burnetii and affecting mainly domestic ruminants. To better understand the interplay between within-and between-235 herd levels in bovine dairy herds, and identify the contributions of transmission pathways at regional scale, two existing ad hoc models (respectively a within- [29] and a between-herd [30] model) were reimplemented using EMULSION. Assumptions of the within-herd model were simplified, keeping relevant assumptions and removing those less crucial in the perspective of the between-herd dynamics [31] . Then, it was extended to the regional between-herd level, where assumptions regarding airborne 240 transmission were compared. Finally, the within-herd model was revised with alternative hypotheses in the infection process, to better reproduce the observed annual herd incidence at the between-herd level while making plausible assumptions about host infection processes. The relative roles of trade and airborne transmission in regional pathogen spread were reassessed under these new modelling assumptions [32] . EMULSION is currently used in ongoing research on a zoonotic vector-borne disease, the Rift Valley fever, which involves several host and vector species with mobility data, on the bovine viral diarrhea, to account for the diversity of herd management in dairy and beef herds at regional scale, and on the bovine brucellosis, to assess the capability of epidemiological surveillance systems to detect the 255 re-emergence of the disease and evaluate associated economic costs.
Application to real diseases
Availability and future directions
The EMULSION package documentation, with installation instructions (either from PyPI or by cloning the GIT source repository), tutorial and examples, can be found on SourceSup (a forge dedicated to French public research institutes) at: https://sourcesup.renater.fr/emulsion-260 public. The package comes with 29 examples to illustrate features of EMULSION modelling language, from very simple theoretical SIR models declined in compartmental, individual-based or hybrid approaches, to structured populations mixing infectious process, demography, seasonality and non-exponential distributions of durations in states. Examples also demonstrate how to move from a within-population to a between-population model, using for instance metapopulations of cattle with 265 data-driven commercial movements. Updates will be released regularly based on the integration on new modelling features or code optimizations.
We have shown the flexibility of this framework and its capability to integrate a broad diversity of epidemiological stochastic mechanistic models at several scales. EMULSION is currently used to understand the spread of several real diseases and asses control measures, through models which involve 270 different propagation pathways (direct contacts, environment contamination, airborne or vector-borne transmission, vertical transmission), different demographic or herd management processes, and different detection methods (observation of clinical signs, sensors, tests) or control measures (vaccination, antibiotics, tests at purchase, selective culling). They also rely on observed commercial, meteorological, or epidemiological data, either to define parameter values or to confront model outcomes with 275 observations. Recurrent features identified in such epidemiological models will be incorporated to the DSL and to the simulation engine as generic modules to help encompass a broader range of mechanisms within EMULSION.
We already identified three priorities for new features in EMULSION in the short term. First, we aim at a better automation of data integration: the DSL should allow to specify how to inform some 280 parameter values from data, and to define data-driven processes. Second, we have to incorporate methods for facilitating the definition of spatially explicit models. Third, we plan to allow a model to combine several modelling paradigms, e.g. in a vector-borne disease, using compartments for vectors and individuals for hosts.
We also recently initiated a benchmark with three other research teams involved in the design 285 of epidemiological modelling software (Broadwick [12] , SimInf [34] and KENDRICK [14] ), to identify the specific audience and added-value of each approach, benefit from our mutual experience, and help modellers choose the most appropriate approach depending on the purpose and conditions of their study. 
